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REPORT

SYMBIOSIS LAW SCHOOL, NAGPUR ORGANIZED CAPSULE COURSE ON
.CORPORATE TAX LAW'_ 16th tO 21't JANUARY 2023

The Center for Taxation Laws, SLS, Nagpur organized a Capsule Course on
"Corporate Tax Law" from 16th of January to 2l't of January , 2A23. The resource person
for this was, Adv. Ajay Sharma who is a practicing Advocate at Mumbai High Court,
Maha"rashtra, along with his regular practice he has been a visiting faculty at prestigious
National Institutes Like Direct tax institute- Mumbai, Pune, Nashik, Ahmedabad,
Institute of Chartered Accountants, TATA institute of Social Sciences (TISS), Jamnalal
Baj aj Institute of Management Studies-Mumbai.

On the first Day 16tl' January, 2A23, the inauguration was held in presence of
Director SLS, Dr. Sukhvinder Singh Dari, who in his inaugural address emphasized on
knowing the nuances of tax provisions in the right perspective; as future legal practice is
going to be challenging. The growing economic offences and tendency of evading tax is
witness to the deficiency of good professionals to take care of the matter hence, he
emphasized on rooting the tax provisions well, to shape better prospects in future. The
first day session was highlighting the basics of Income Tax Act, 1961, definition of
goods, tax, income, tax on Agriculture, authorities their powers and functions.

On second day lTth January, 2023, the practical problems along with question
answer session, Supreme Court Judgements, and the constitutional interpretation of tax
provisions are elaborately discussed with the corporate tax considerations in the
background. The third dayl Sth January , 2023, it started with understanding the basic and
detailed discussion around Merger and Amalgamations, its process, transfer of holding
aompany, the benefits of amalgamation. The further concepts of amalgamation
continued in the next day on 19ft lanuary,2023, discussion as well along with addition of
acquisition, shareholders benefit after amalgamation, value of assets its carryforward and
set off system, rules and procedures. The fifth day 20ft January , 2023, was centric around
the challenges and drawbacks of amalgamation, ESOPS, practical solving of sums,
permission of NCLT or High Court, public policy, financial institutions etc. The final day
21't, January,2A23, was engaged in calculation of book profit under section 115 JB,
calculation of book profit, case studies and Examination.



The center received more that 167 registrations for the course. The proficient style
of rnaking complex law provisions simple and keeping the students engrossed in the
course is credited to the resource person Adv. Ajay Sharma. Dr. Aarti Kalnawat, the
faculty in charge of the Centre organized the capsule course, Student Centre head Mr.
Gaurav Sharma along with team of the Centre worked hard for the success of the course.
Mr. Rudra Sharma & Mr. Jai Aditya Dubey conducted the proceedings of the course.
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